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ABSTRACT
A four-channel radiometer flow as a payload of a Javelin rocket
was used to obtain data on the earth*© limb. Limb data were recorded
from 300 km to 600 km in altitude* She four channels were defined by
broad band filters end responded in different spectral regions from
the middle ultraviolet into the' far infrared. The wavelength regions
were 0.23 * 0.29 microns, 0*35 * 0*85 microns, 0*75 - 3*0 microns, and
1 ,8 - 2 5 microns, the fields of view for the channels were 0 ,22° x 0 .22°
for the first three and 0.75° x 0*75° for the fourth* The four channels
of the radiometer were optically boresighted and recorded data con
tinuously as the radiometer scanned in a conical sweep viewing space,
lissb, earth, limb, and ©pace.
Hight records were included which recorded the variation© in
radiance- a© the four channel© simultaneously viewed the lisfc and earth.
Histograms of the observed radiances for the 0.35U * 0*83u and
1 ,8 m> - 25u spectral bands and the relative radiances of the 0 .23d - 0 .29u
and 0 *75d - 3 *0u spectral band® were presented*
In the 0.23d - 0,29u band a limb was observed at higher altitudes
than in the other wavelength bands. Bie measured radiance of the limb
in the 0 .35m- * 0 .85 m- band agreed well with predictions from primary
Rayleigh scattering. The relative radiance of the limb in the
0,75m - 3*0m- band exhibited large variations and were probably due to
clouds. An effective temperature variation fro® 205° K to 2?0° K has
been observed in the liad> in the 1 .8m- - 25m spectral band.
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ROCKET OBSERVATIONS OF THE EARTH* S LIMB

IHTROBLCTION
fhe earth’s limb has been Investigated theoretically in the far
1
infrared region of the spectrum by Sane!* Bandeen, and Conrath * fhey
presented lltd> profiles for the 6*35m * 6.85 m HgO band, 8 .9m - 10.1 m .

0 ^ band, 1 0 .?5m «* 1 1 *75m atmospheric window, l^n - x8m COg band, and
for the £241 * 125m rotational HgO band* .Bach profile was given for
several different atmospheres. Measurements of the 1Sj$> have been
reported at 2.75m, 3*59m, ^*28m, k.69u, 6 .3m*2

Photographs of the

limb were taken in the optical region of the spectrum from a Mercury
spacecraft while in orbit^ *
In an initial attempt to observe the earth’s limb in various
spectral regions a four-channel radiometer was flown on a Ravelin
rochet vehicle.

Measurements o f the limb were made from 300 km. to

600 km* Tkm vehicle m

spin stabilized, and the spinning m s used

to effect a scan of the limb.

$he four charnels were optically alined

and defined spectrally by broad band filters from the middle ultraviolet
to the far infrared.

Spectral bands included were 0.23 m - 0.29m ,

0 .3m - 0 .85m, 0 .75m * 3 *0 m, and 1 .8 m - 25m.

Xn the first three bands

the field of view m s 0 .22° x 0 .22°, and in the fourth channel the
field of view was 0.75° x 0.75°*

A photograph of the Javelin on the

launcher lust prior to launch is shown in figure 1 .

2

3

Figure 1.- Javelin on the launcher at Wallops Island, Va.
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Experimental results indicated qualitative agreement with Kayleigh
scattering in the 0 .23d - 0 .29n tend and quantitati-sre agreement with
Rayleigh scattering In the O.JOu * 0«83u hand,

fhe observed limb In

the 0 .73d * 3*0 d hand had large variations possibly due to clouds.
Large variations of radiance or effective temperature were measured in
the- X . % » 23ia bend which indicated a dependence on siaheeroieglcal

chaotb
physics

x

of Tm m m

Energy sources*- A general discussion of the earth’s list? can he
separated according to the energy* sources available to produce a limb,
©ire© such sources are scattered and reflected solar energy*, terrestrial
and atmospheric thermal energy, and such atmospheric emission© a©
aurora and airglow.

Since the spectral range of the laeasurements is

©*2h to

from

the discussion of the limb will be

limited to the same region,

file solar energy curve peaks at 0.46m.

(fig. £)*% but the thermal emission of a 500° K black body peaks at
9.7u (fig. 3) * Xn the Su - 5# region both sources em contribute to
the limb.

From Q.2& to

the daylight limb is principly due to solar

energy; similarly from %i to 2%i the limb is due to terrestrial and
atmospheric thermal, energy.

Th& aurora and airglow can cause liabs at

various wavelengths which lie primarily between 0.2u and %i,

Since

the aurora is localized geographically, only the airglow will be
discussed*
Solar energy scattered in the atmosphere and reflected from clouds
and the earth produces limbs.

As a first approximation the scattering

in the atmosphere may be considered as Rayleigh or molecular scattering
which varies approximately with the inverse fourth power of wavelength.
Coulson’s paper on the radiance emerging from the top of a plane parallel

5
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atmosphere due to Rayleigh scattering shows the variation of radiance
with optical path and solar orientation-*.

fhe solar spectral irradiances

at the top of the atmosphere, at sea level with extinction by scattering,
and at sea level with extinction by scattering and absorption are shown
in figure 2 .^ Figure 2 illustrates the wavelength regions in which the
scattered energy will be attenuated as it passes through the atmosphere
once it has been scattered*

$he amount of attenuation experienced is a

function of the total amount and vertical distribution of the absorbing
component. fhe primary absorbing molecules are H20, C02, and 0^.
She second source of energy is the thermal radiation from the earth
and atmosphere ♦ fhe earth radiates as a black body according to its
temperature. This radiation is selectively absorbed by some of the
constituents of the atmosphere so that some energy is lost directly to
space while some is absorbed by the atmosphere. limbs are formed by
thermal radiation from the earth and from Bg0 , CQg, and 0 j in the
atmosphere. Figure 3 shows the emission of a 300° K black body which
is reasonable for the earth.
which %©, COg, and O5

Also shown are the spectral region© in

are active. Water absorbs in a band centered

at 6.3d and continuously from 18m to past 100a.
important bands centered at b*3u and 15m#

Carbon dioxide has two

Qsene ha© a rather narrow

band centered at 9 ,611. She regions from 8m to 9u and 1G*5m to 12.5 m
have high transmission values and are called atmospheric window©*

there

are also a number of smaller windows between 1m and 5m » Discussions of
radiative transfer and numerical data for the infrared are given by
Elsasser and Culbertson.

6
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The third source of energy is atmospheric emissions not of thermal
origin.

These emissions are from the aurora and the airglow.

She

physics of the aurora and airglow is discussed at length by Chamberlain.^
X» general, the airglow form a narrow layer shout the earth.

The alti

tude of the layer varies with the wavelength of emitted light, but all
layers are above levels affected by local ground weather conditions.
This layer may not be continuousj it may show a patchy structure In which
the patches move with time.

A limb formed by airglow will be at a higher

altitude than a scattering limb but the radiance of the limb will be much
smaller. In a sunlit case the radiance due to scattering may obscure
the airglow.

In fact, the airglow has been studied primarily at night

and at twilight because the scattered solar energy interferes with
ground based measurements in the daytime.

Of the many spectral lines

and bends that have- been identified In the airglow only a few of the
more intense ones will be mentioned because the intensities from the
airglow are very small.

The most Intense lines are the 01 green line

at 5577 % the 01 red doublet at 6^00 % and
at 5^90 % and 5896 1.

% sad the Hal doublet

The major band systems identified and the wave

length range of major energy emission are the Ssrtberg beads of
0g(0'& to 0*5*4, the 01 m im n bands (0.3n to $.0*)# and the 0g
atmospheric band© (0.7u to D«Sfc)» All of the emissions identified should
be present in the day airglow, but whether the intensity should be enhanced
or diminished is dependent on the mechanism of production.
Predicted limbs.- Using the preceding energy sources, some
limb properties can be predicted for the spectral bands in which

measurements have been made on sunlit limbs.

These spectral bands

are 0.23a - 0.29a, 0.3a * 0 .83a, 0.73a - 3»&t,

l*8u * 23u *

any scanning instrument scans from space onto earth it must instan
taneously be looking at some height in the atmosphere,
the geometry of a hypothetical line of sight.

figure- 4 shows

The earth has a radius,

r,

the vehicle an altitude h, and the line of sight passes the earth at a
altitude, H.
first consider the 0.23m- * 0 .29n spectral band in the ultraviolet.
Scattering and airglow can produce a limb. Airglow due to the Hertberg
bands of <fe has been detected at approximately 90 ten at night from a
rocket.

The radiance of this layer is not known.

duce a limb at lower altitudes.

Scattering will, pro

In this spectral band no solar energy

gets below 11 tea in the atmosphere because of absorption by osone, 0^.
The absorbed energy is not remitted in this spectral band* rather it is
used to heat the osone layer.

A typical vertical distribution of

is

Q

given in figure 5.

This shows the tmsdmm concentration of 0^ at about

28 to and a steady decline to b j tea where the data terminate * Scattering
theoiy would predict increasing radiance with decreasing H until the
effect of increasing optical path is overpowered by 0^ absorption.
Then a peak will probably be produced at an altitude above the maxiimaa
0^ concentration.

A theoretical computation of scattering including

absorption would be necessary to find the altitude of the peak and this
has not been done.
In the 0.3u - 0.85m- spectral band the airglow emissions will not be
considered for a sunlit limb because the scattered solar energy will be

Line of sight
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much greater. She ease of primary or single Burleigh scattering lias
teen computed for a spherically concentric atmosphere, and the resalts
for the Q.29n * 1.0m spectral hand using a similar geometry to the flight
data are presented in figure 6* The curve shows a rapidly increasing
radiance with decreasing H until 13 hm where the slope start® to change.
A plateau is reached by 7 fcau Since clouds occur at altitudes greater
than 10 lim this limb profile could be affected by local, weather conditions.
The difference in radiance between the northern limb and southern limb
is due to the sun's position.

The spectral shape of the energy distribution for a liirib in the
G.75m - 3*Qm band will deviate ff-osa that of the sun due to scattering and
absolution by EpO and COg.

Again the airglow intensities will be much

smaller than scattered sunlightj consequently, they will be neglected.

9
A theoretical limb profile is shown for primary scattering in figure ?*
Absorption has not been included, and the geometry is the Bern m in
figure 6.

The maximum radiance of this profile will be determined by

clouds or some form of scattering other than Rayleigh or by reflection
fro® the earth.
until

H ~ 5*

The curve shows an increase in radiance from H * 50

This indicates that the maximum radiance measured on the

limb should be quite •variable depending on the local weather conditions.
Since airglow and sun do not affect the limb past 6m the 1 S\x - 251*
spectral band should be caused primarily by mission from H^O, COg, G^,
and the earth.

The limb profiles for the 6.5m HpO band, 9.6m % band,

10.75b * 11.75u

window, 15m COg band, and the rotational water band

(20m-

** 125m) have been computed.1

large variations are shown for the

Radiance, watts/cm-ster

Northern limb

Southern limb

Altitude of line of sight, km.

Figure 6.- Theoretical limb profile for primary Rayleigh
scattering in 0 .29b - 1.0|u spectral band.

Radiance, watts/cm^-ster
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Northern limb

Southern limb
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Figure 7•- Theoretical limb profile for primary Rayleigh
scatterin in 0.75d - 3*0p spectral band.
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6 .5m H2O band, 9 .6m O3 band, and 10.75m - 11.75m- band as -various weather
conditions and vertical temperature structures are considered. These
variations are large enough to conclude that -fee 1.8p * 25m spectral
band should show a limb quite dependent on meteorological conditions*

ghm m ii
EXPERIMENTAL PROCRIXJRE
General*- A fotu?-ehannel radiometer flown as a payload of a fonrstage Javelin rocket was launched from Wallops Island, Virginia on
ffovesber 1?, 1961 at 11:©6 898• The vehicle m s ©pin stabilised at
600 rpm and. then a yo-yo type despin system was used to reduce the
spin rate for the experiment. Despin m s not successful, and a
residual spin of %00 rpst resulted instead of the desired rate of h® rpsu
Spin rate decreased steadily from ^00 rpm to 300 rpm in a period of
2kQ seconds.

limbs were observed from slightly under 300 km to a peak

altitude of 610 km.
© » optical axis of the radiometer was fixed at 65° with respect
to the rear of the rocket.

As the rocket spun the lines of sight of

the radiometer formed elements of a cone; thus, the scan geometry is
the intersection of a cone and a sphere in which approximately half of
the cone actually intersects the sphere.

The attitude- (angle between

spin aads and local horizontal) of the rocket was between 78° and 84°
during the time the limb was observed*

Attitude was determined from

the geometry using the radius of the earth, half angle of the cone,
altitude of the rocket (radar), and the fraction of a roll cycle for
which the radiometer viewed the earth,

The actual data then show the

radiometer looking at space, limb, earth, limb, space in a cyclic fashion.

17
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Instrumentation.* fhe instrument package which attached directly
to the fourth*stage rocket motor was designed to carry the four*channel
radiometer and its support equipment plus instruments to determine per*
formance of the vehicle.

Figure 8 shows the instrument section Just

prior to installation on the rocket motor.

In the flight condition the

four channels of the radiometer are optically alined.
As an optical instrument the radiometer is a single unsophisticated
light collecting device.

Optical structure of the radiometer is illustrated

in figure 9 * Fart (a) of figure 9 shows the construction for the HIE* VIS,
and FIE channels,

light enters the aperture, is reflected by the

parabolic mirror, and is focused on the detector which is located at
the focal point and supported by a spider,
figure 8.

the spider is visible in

One leg of each spider is a channel to allow necessary electrical

connections.

In addition to the detector on each spider is a thermistor

to measure the operating temperature of each detector.

For the HU, VIS,

and FIB the detector dimensions and the focal lengths define the field of
view.

Optical filters for BXR and VIS are placed at the aperture while

the FIR has a filter attached to the detector.

Fart (b) of figure 9

©hows the UV channel which has a ^5° flat mirror held in the converging
beam which reflects the light through a field stop at the focal point
and then onto the detector.

M

optical filter is placed between the

field stop and the detector. A piece of quartz is also placed in the
aperture to help provide a seal for the nose section which is pressurized.
Details of the radiometer are given in table I.

The FIR channel used a

larger field of view to provide more energy. transmissions of the filters
are shown in figure 10.
in figure 11.

typical response of the detectors is indicated

19

TABLE 1
DETAILS OF RADIOMETER

UV

Spectral band 0.23M - 0.29M

VIS

NIR

FIR

0.3m - 0.85m

0.75P- - 3.Op

1.8ji - 25M

Focal length

25 .4- cm

25.4- cm

25 .4- cm

7.60 cm

Aperture

7.60 cm
diameter

7.60 cm
diameter

7.60 cm
diameter

7.60 cm
diameter

Dectector

1P28

FbS
1mm x 1mm

FbS
1mm x 1mm

Thermistor
bolometer
1mm x 1mm

Filter

Composite
filter

Corning
4-600

Corning
254-0

Germanium

<0.0003 sec.

0.001 sec.

Channel time
constant

Field of
view

< 0.0003 sec. <0.0003 sec.

o
o
o
o
o
o
0.22 x 0.22 0.22 x 0.22 0.22 x 0.22 0.75° x 0.75°

Contains NiSO •6H20(8nm), Polyvinyl alcohol incorporating Cation X,
Corning 9863(3mm), and quartz (6iran). The first two components of
the filter were made available by Dr. William McBride of the
Naval Ordance Test Station.

20

Figure 8.- Photograph of instrument section.
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The FIB channel employed an ©amplifier which had a frequency response
that would reproduce the liistb profile hut would not hold a constant
signal, hut the UV, BIR, and VIS channels were capable of holding a
constant signal.

The time constant of the H B channel was limited by

the thermistor boloffieter detector to 0.001 sec.

Time constants in the

UV, BIB, and VIS channels were determined by the toiletry system and
were all smaller than 0.0003 sec.
The telemeter system used m s a standard JM*B! system in wMch a
voltage input is converted to a frequency by a voltage oscillator.

The

frequency is impressed on a carrier frequency and then transmitted.
Eight (8) channels of telemetry were used.

Information was telemetered

continuously for four radiometer channels and three accelerometers. One
telemeter channel was commutated for the four thermistors used in
measuring the temperature of each detector.

Each thermistor was sampled

2.t times per second.
CalibrationIn general, the object of the calibration was to
relate a Known spectral irradiance incident on the radiometer to the
signal output of the detecting system which in this case included the
telemeter link.

A known irradiance was made incident on the radiometer$

the detector response was fed to the telemeter then transmitted, received,
and recorded.

Since it m s not possible to use large- enough sources to

fill the field of view and to be focused on the detector at the focal
point, the calibration sources were optically moved to infinity by
placing them at the focal point of a parabolic mirror.

The radiometer

was placed in the resulting parallel beam, and the resulting image size

25
was mailer than the detecting elements. Figure 12 illustrates the optical
setup for calibration-

The calibration source was placed as dose to the

optical axis of the parabolic mirror as possible without interfering with
the radiometer*

A second mirror was placed in front of the radiometer *

This mirror collected energy in the parallel beam cm to a thermopile for
measuring the irr&dianee at the aperture of the radiometer because the
thermopile was not sensitive enough to measure directly the irradianee
of the beam-

The thermopile was calibrated using a standard carbon lamp,

A quartz window which transmitted radiation from 0.2,a to ^*5u was used
as a window for the thermopile.
Radiant energy from the mirror and the background around the call*
bration source could contribute to the parallel beam and thus to the
radiometer output-

This radiation is thermal in origin, and of about

500° K since that was approximately the temperature of the darkened room
during calibration.

There was not enough energy to cause noticeable

error below h . % for the UV, VIS, HIE, and the thermopile$ the H R
calibration source was chopped and only the change in energy was
measured.
In the H R and FIR a standard black body with a temperature of

1275° 1C was used. Inergy in the beam was varied by changing the emitting
area of the black body.

Measured irradlsnces agreed so well with those

computed analytically for a few points that for most cases computed
values of Irradianee were used.
A tungsten lamp was used to calibrate the VIS channel. The color

temperature of the lamp was determined with an optical pyrometer to be
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3072° K. The lamp was placed la a box with a blower for cooling and
radiated through a 0 ,318-em-diameter hole for a source area*

Variations

of the beam energy were accomplished by placing different combinations of
neutral density filters directly in front of the lamp aperture.

Energy

in the beam was measured with the thermopile.
for the W a high-pressure BH-6 mercury lamp was used,

fha spectral

shape of the lamp output was assumed to be that supplied by the manu
facturer of the lamp.

A box was placed around the BH-6 lamp and the

lamp radiated through a 0.003^3-cm-diameter aperture.

Again neutral

density filters were used to vary the energy in thebeast.
When the radiometer responds to radiant energyin flight, it does
not receive energy of the same spectral distribution that was used in
calibration^ therefore, a correction must be applied to the measurements
to account for the different spectral distribution,

fe make the necessary

correction earn spectral distribution of the source seen in flight m e t
be assumed.

In the VIS a spectral shape ©cpivalent to that of a 5800° K

black body was assumed*

In the FXR it was assumed that the source was

a black body.
Subsequent to the experiment questions as to the validity of the

MM and UV calibrations have arisen.

As a result of these problem©

no absolute radiances can be determined for the EXE and UV data.

cn m m m
HBRMB
Since the rocket did sot despin -to the desired rat® of ^0 rpm hat
instead to too rpm, the time taken to cross the limb was shorter than
m s anticipated) however, the angle at which the limb was crossed m s
smaller than m s anticipated which partially offset the effect of the
increased spin rate* The tlm duration of the signal while crossing
the liab varied from a minimum in the H E of 0*005 eee to a maximum
in the STR of 0*008 sec*

In order to define the absolute H at

which the radiometer was pointing at any specific roll angle or time,
a precise knowledge of the orientation of the rocket is necessary*
Unfortunately, the orientation of the rocket m s not known accurately
enough to define H.

As a result of the smaH times and poor definition

of H, it has not been possible to define the location in altitude or
the detailed shape of the limb profile) however, the radiance or relative
radiance of many limbs has been measured*

Two sauries of the flight record are shown in figure 15* Both samples
were taken at m altitude of 600 km*

The missile had processed slightly

from one sample to the next, so that the lis&s and area scanned were
different*

Two examples at the same altitude were chosen because larger

variations occurred in limb profiles with different orientation than
occurred with changes in altitude*

The top trace on the record is a coded

SB

Fig-ure 13("b)

Sample

of telemeter

record

at 600 km.
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tim ing signal with a frequency of 1000 cycles per sec* the second tram
is one of the accelerometers. Beading from top to bottom the four
radiometer channels are BIB, VIS, GV> and FIB*
Since the rocket m s flying nearly east* the observed limbs were
to the north and to the south of the submissile point*

3h* southern

lis&s were observed as the radiometer swept onto the earth and were
located in the Gulf of Mexico region* the northern limbs were observed
as the radiometer swept off the earth and were- located in Canada between
the Great Lakes and the Hudson Bay*

the similarities of the HIE and VIS

channels can be immediately identified in figure 13*

Each signal variation

in the BIB is accompanied by a similar variation in the VIS*

Ibis feature

of the data is evident for all data received* fhere are* however* some
real differences between the H E and VIS lis&s.

The measured VIS limb is

displaced to a higher altitude than the BIB limb.
both the northern and southern limbs.

Ibis was observed on

In figure 13(a) the southern BIB

and VIS limbs appear similar with the BIB having a slightly steeper slope*
In figure 13(b) the BIB and VIS southern limbs show very little in common.
Also in figure 13 (a) and 13(b) the southern VIS limb has changed very
little while the BIB ha© changed shape significantly.

Iim GV channel

responds at a much higher altitude than the VIS does* GV limb profiles
appear to be independent of the BIB and VISj however* there is some
response to the large changes on the earth that show in the HIB and VIS*

The BV channel is the only one measured that nearly always experienced
a peafc at the llst>* Since the BIB* VIS, and UV were d~c hkwmeIs, they
should return to a space reference after leaving the earth*

If a straight
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edge is laid across the W channel at the bottom of the gradient, one
can see that tbe UV sinks slowly into a space reference*

Another feature

of tbe measured UV data is that the northern limb always has a greater
radians then the southern limb.

The FIR tended to decay back to a steady state after crossing a
limb* but since it received a varying energy input while scanning the
earth, the FIR responded after a fashion to these charges.

It is

difficult to assign definite radiances to the changes occurring on the
earth, but the direction of response does Indicate whether it received
more or less energy.

In the record, figure 15, there are examples of

cases where large Increases in the H R and U S axe accompanied by
decreases in the H R which axe probably due to high cold clouds that
were quite reflective, and of changes in the RXR and VIS signals which
are not evident in the FIR trace,

fhe FIR limb profiles must be viewed

with caution in these boresighted examples since its field of view was
more than three times larger than the others.

Simply because the FIR

signal started' to respond between the VIS and 0V does not necessarily

m m that the energy source for the FIR is higher in altitude than that
of the VIS.
Weather information for the tim of the experiment indicated that
the northern Xist> area was under "total cloud cover by clouds of 5 km
or less in altitudej consequently, higher clouds (if present) were
unreported.

*£he southern limb area had 0*6 to 0*9 total cloud cover with

a few clouds up to 6 ka and a small, area with 0.1 to 0*5 total cloud
cover of high clouds between 6 km and 15 km*
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flie rocket spun about its longitudinal axis which In turn processed
about a second axis* tore- were about 13 roll cycles to 1 precession
cycle*

The attitude of the vehicle chased by about h° during 1 precession

cycle,

larger variations in the limb radiance occurred during 1 precession

than occurred between 300 km and 600 km altitude, Idrab radiances are
presented as the distribution of radiances observed,

The data for

presentation has been sampled by taking all limbs in each of 7 precession
cycles observed f r m about 300 km, 350 km, ^00 km, ^50 km, 500 lea, 550 km,
and 600 km.
The radiances or relative radiances of the liubs are given in
figures 1^, 15, 16, and 17.

Only relative radiances are given for the SIB

and m channels because problems have arisen subsequent to the experiment
which indicate possible errors in the calibration of these channels*
Figure 14 shows the distribution of relative radiances of the KIR
southern and northern Xliabs* Since scattering will produce no termination
of the limb prior to cloud levels in the MB., the variation of relative
radiance by a factor of over k in the southern limb could ha w been
caused by irregular cloud cover.

Relative radiance on the northern limb

varied by a factor of less than 2, but the clouds again could easily
have been the cause. The point at which the liafc terminated is sometimes
difficult to determine in tie KIR.

Figure 13(a) shows a very clean KIR

southern limb, but figure 13(b) show a case where a small plateau
occurred and t o n t o signal increased to a peak.

In this case the

plateau m s read as t o termination o f t o limb. In general, t o first
major slope change after the basic slope of the profile m s established
is interpreted as the termination of the limb.
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Figure 17*- Distribution of radiances observed for FIR
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Radiances o f the southern and xx»rthern limbs In the VIS channel
are shown in figures 15 (a) ant (b). The spread in radiances observed is
rather aasall and the value® for the northern and southern lliabs are nearly
the ®aae*

The m m x-adianee for the southern limb is 1.23(l0)~s watts/

m a s t e r and the theoretical radiance from figure 6 is

1 .30 (l0 )**^ watts/era2-ster. for the northern limb the mean radiance is
l.^S(lO)*’^ watts/cm^-ster and the theoretical radiance from figure 6 is

1 .75 (10 )

wutts/cm2~ster. llotice also that the r?^ay^ radiance for the

northern list), is slightly higher than that of the southern limb pxedicted
by primary scattering.

One may conclude from the good agreement of

experiuiental results and theory that the VXS limb terminated at an
altitude Just high enough to escape most of the cloud effects that
affected the IJIR. It mist be realised that if the VIS limb is terminated
theoretically at about 10 to, the clouds may not have affected this
particular measurement*

Clouds, however, can exist above 10 to and

therefore may effect the same type- of measurement under different
condition®.
Hie W

relative radiances (fig. 16 } for the northern and southern

Uribe are definitely different*

The fact that the northern limb1®

relative radiance is larger* than that of the southern limb is predicted
by primary scattering theory.

This can be seen in both H E (fig* 7) and

VIS (fig. 6 ) theoretical limb profiles, and It is due to the solar
orientation with respect to the radiometer.

The relatively small

variation of relative radiance at both northern and southern limbs
indicated a stable condition, but the vertical distribution of ozone

probably flayed a role la determining the magnitude and altitude
loeatioa of the profile« It Is k m m that the distribution of ozone
varies with tirn and geographical loeatioa.

The peah of the W

limb

profile is the most obvious feature of any H o b profiles measured*
the FIE radiances (fig. XT) from the northern and. southern limbs
are significantly separated, but in contrast to the UV> the FIE southern
limb has a higher radiance than the northern limb. Since a temperature
can be associated with the IZR Hubs, the southern llafe is wanner than
the northern limb.

Mb a comparison the mean radiance of

watis/ca^~ster of the southern limb is e<pivalent to 257° K# likewise,
a tm m radiance of 2 .67 (10 )"^ watts/ccA*ster of the northern Hu b is
e^ulvalent to 215° K,

Similarly a standard deviation of 0.57(10)*-*

watts/coaster and 0 .38 (10 )~3 w&tts/cm^-ster of the southern and
northern Hubs corresponds to 5° & and 6° K.

Theoretical computation®

of limb profiles indicate effective temperatures in this same range*2.
The temperature extremes measured were 870° & at the southern liidb and

205° K at the northern limb.

CHAPTER XV
CONCLUSIONS

Is the m spectral band a limb was observed at higher altitudes than
in the other wavelength bands, and the relative radiance of the northern
limb was larger than the southern list). Both of these features are
expected from Rayleigh scattering theory#

A definite peak occurred on

the m limb.
fhe measured data of the limb in the VXS spectral hand agreed well
with radiances predicted from primary Rayleigh scattering theory.

If

the list) Is assumed to he caused by Rayleigh scattering, then the peak
radiance observed will originate between altitudes of ^ km and 10 km
which can be affected by local cloud conditions ♦
A large variation in the relative radiance of the limb in the HX8
was observed,

fhis variation is interpreted as being caused by the

cloud condition at the limb.
Measured limbs in the H R spectra! band had a temperature variation
from 205° K to 270° E.

fhis indicated the H R limb was dependent on

meteorological conditions.
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